
       

L200
PRICE
LIST



The L200 association is running L200 according 
to its main values, aiming to create an innovative 
collective space that is open, affordable, visible, 
inclusive, sustainable, and diverse.

L200 members can use the space according to 
their needs like hosting an unlimited variety of 
events and activities, or promoting their pro-
ducts and initiatives. 

Membership* 
+ 50 CHF / year (individuals)         
+ 100 CHF / year (organizations)

* including a free event as welcome gift

L200 ASSOCIATION



L200 offers members a flexible space of 75 m2 
(and a fully equipped kitchen) for a wide varie-
ty of uses such as workshops, courses, cultural 
events, exhibitions, aperos, infopoints, etc.

The rental prices are the same for all type of 
events*
  
+ 70 CHF (3–7 participants)
+ 100 CHF (8–20 participants)
+ 120 CHF (21–49 participants)

EVENTS

* for exclusive events, of all types, there is an ad-
ditional charge of 50 CHF. For commercial acti-
vities, the prices correspond to hourly use, but a 
solidarity price for up to 4 hours is offered to non-
profit organisations or on request.



The L200 corner (the front room) can be rented 
for up to 2 months for pop-up shops of various 
kinds.

The centrality and visibility of the space, the low 
cost, and the vibrant L200 community, make 
L200 a very attractive location for young produ-
cers or makers.

+ 500 CHF / 1 week
+ 1000 CHF / 2 weeks
+ 2000 CHF / month

POPUP SHOP 

* No commision from the sales is requested by L200. 
Special offers are possible with contributions in kind.



The L200 shop windows are suitable to present 
a wide variety of products, art projects, informa-
tion, educational material, and more.

L200 can provide basic display infrastructure 
(screens, hungers, etc) and welcomes ideas and 
contributions for creative showcase solutions.

+ 20 CHF   / day (for 1 Neugasse window)
+ 50 CHF   / week (for 1 Neugasse window)      
+ 200 CHF / week (for all 5 Neugasse windows)
  

SHOWCASE

* The price of the Langstrasse window is double the 
price of the Neugasse windows. Special offers are 
possible with contributions in kind.



L200 offers members a flexible space of 75 m2 
for co-working and networking with a vibrant 
community of individuals and organizations wor-
king in sustainability, housing, digital rights, fair 
trade, art and design, education and more.

Standard coworking infrastructure such as a 
high-speed internet connection, a high-quality 
projector, teleconference equipment, screens, 
whiteboard and flip charts is available at no 
cost. 

+ 100 CHF / month  (without key)
+ 200 CHF / month (with key)

COWORK

* A certain level of flexibility is required to accommo-
date the wide of activities taking place at L200



       

Engaged L200 members that use the space 
through the year, are given the option to pay 
their yearly fee in the beginning of the year.

We call those members Spaceholders because 
they offer L200 an important stability, and in ex-
change they can use the space for free when it 
is available.*

+ 1200 CHF / year (e.g., for a monthly event)
+ 2400 CHF / year (e.g., for co-working)
+ 4800 CHF / year (e.g., for a weekly course) 
 

SPACEHOLDER 

* Possibility to reserve max. 1 week before.



       

The L200 space is run by the 
L200 Verein through 100% 
voluntary work.

Sharing the space between many 
actors help us to cover the rent 
with very low prices for everyo-
ne, and build a diverse and vibrant 
community!

The Verein L200 does not sell any 
product or services, but only ma-
nages the membership and usage 
fees.

Commercial activity takes pla-
ce only by members during their 
events, for which no commission is 
requested by the Verein. 

 www.langstrasse200.ch




